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Kenyon Colle9e- - Gambier, Ohio,
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;Cenyon

by Bob Boruchowiiz

dents in seminars and in informal

sity and a Kenyon-size- d
school
"is one of the important phenomena of our time.
It is becoming increasingly hard for faculty members at very large
schools to work closely with un-

...

dergraduates."
So thinks Professor

Robert
Horwitz, chairman of the political
science department, and that is
part of the reason the Public Affairs Conference Center is moving to Kenyon from the University of Chicago.
The change to Kenyon will
bring political life closer to the
College and will allow conference
members to come out of their
closed discussions to contact stu
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conference center is designed to promote thoughtful examination of political issues of
pressing national concern, annually bringing together 26 leaders whose chief activity is the
study of public affairs.
At Chicago, the conference existed only for those involved in
the actual closed-sessio- n
debate
and for the publication and use
of the volume of collected essays
presented by the participants.
Some of the volumes thus far
have covered United States foreign policy, foreign aid, political
parties, and civil rights. They
represent opposing positions and
are widely used in political sci
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by Dave Hosier
Proposals for a Kenyon-spon-sorsummer institute in the
Republic,
German
Democatic
East Germany, are under consideration this week by the GLCA
International Education Committee.
The plan, which would send as
many as 79 students on an intensive study trip through Germany, has already been approved by GLCA's Humanities Program, with a grant for preliminary studies. In addition, a
$1,000 grant has been received
from Peter F. Hurst of Jackson,
Michigan, for further preinstitute
purposes.
The institute was conceived by
Professors Edmund P. Hecht, R.
D. Renning, Kai P. Schoenhals,
Becker, after
and
GLCA issued a statement asking
for novel proposals for a grant
program. Mr. Hecht reports that
since submitting the proposal, all
reactions from outside have been
ed
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Enforcement Discussed
of enforcement withheld actual approval. They
"d by Faculty Council has felt with a change in the rules,
Shadowed the Senate's re-- 3' there should be a concern about
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ence courses. The Ford Foundation has awarded $75,000 to support the conference center for the
first five years at Kenyon and
one of its chief interests in doing
so seems to have been the possibility of sustained participation
of undergraduates in the conference. Mr. Horwitz and Conference Chairman Robert Goldwin
hope that at Kenyon student participation can become a meaningful part of the PACC.
One of the attractions of the
PACC is the availability to students of key men in national affairs. Mr. Horwitz observed that
Kenyon "does have the money to
make feasible the bringing of
men like Martin Luther King out
of circulation to Kenyon for 10
days" of discussion.

Student Participation Proposed
The present proposal for student participation and involvement with conference members
includes a seminar course and
frequent meetings with four or
five "distinguished
visitors in
residence."
Several conference
participants, all of whom will
come to Kenyon in the spring
for
closed
conference, will come individually to the campus for about 10
days to discuss the year's topic.
The seminar course of the
PACC will meet thrice weekly
for a total of six hours. There
0
will be
regular student
seminar members, drawn from
several departments, working for
course credit; and an additional
Continued on page 4
full-fledg- ed

ment. Several faculty members
and students spoke out on the issue in interviews with the Collegian.
Cyrus Banning, secretary of the
Faculty Council, stated enforcement is partially a student rebut ideally there
sponsibility,
should be a system of
self-enforcem-

ent.

However, he went on, two
things are required for an individual to observe
of rules. First, the student
must think the rule is just, and
second, he must be strong enough
to resist the temptation to break
the rule. He feels that this situation would be the necessary medium between the two extremes
of complete student autonomy
and rigorous enforcement, and
that such a state of affairs is possible. He opposes institutionaliz-Continue- d
on page 4
self-enforcem-

ent

favorable. The program was recently endorsed by the East German Ministry of Culture.
Mr. Hecht stated that the program would help rectify in part
the lack of relations this country
has with East Germany at this
time. "Any central European settlement," Mr. Hecht stated, "will
have to take the German Democratic Republic into account. To
just close our eyes to this is an
obvious stupidity."
He went on to state that along
with the political situation we have
been neglecting an area of study
in East Germany which should
not be neglected. Many points of
interest to a study of the cultural development in Germany
since the 16th century are inaccessible except in East Germany.
After spending four weeks in
East Germany last summer as an
official guest, Mr. Hecht stated
that the institute would be feasible and desirable.
The program would begin with
orientaan intensive month-lon- g
tion at Kenyon, starting in mid-Jun- e.
Purpose of this orientation
is to avoid having "the tourist
aspects obscure the academic intent behind the program," according to the proposal brief. The
conducted entirely
curriculum,
in German, would include instruction in economics, history,
political science, and German lit
and language. It will be supplemented by a lecture series on
aspects of culture in East Germany including philosophy, art,
music, and religion.
The second month of the institute will comprise the trip
Mr.
East Germany.
through
Hecht cited emphasis for "maximum external contact with politicians, functionaries, government
officials, artists, writers, teachers
and publishers in various cities."
In addition, the group will visit
various social institutions, monuments, museums, galleries and
theatres. Among the cities scheduled for study are Berlin, Frankfurt, Dresden, Leipzig, Weimar,
Buchenwald, Magdeburg, Wittenberg and Potsdam.
y
period following the
A
East German trip will be given to
Continued on page 4
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East German Culture
Study Trip Planned
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Gets FACC From Chicago
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Edmund P. Hecht

Delta Phi
Number One in
Blood Drive
by C. Johnson Taggart
The annual visit of the Red
Cross Bloodmobile to Kenyon on
November 15 netted 189 pints, as
compared with 191 last year, according to Mrs. H. Landon Warner, General Chairman of the
drive.
Delta Phi fraternity won the
competition for the highest percentage of its members donating,
with 33, followed by Delta
Kappa Epsilon, with 31. Third
and fourth place went to Alpha
Lambda Omega and Alpha Sigma
Chi, respectively. There was considerable response to pleas on behalf of three persons who needed
blood; 29 pints were given to the
man,
wife of a maintenance
eight to the uncle of a student,
and eight to another relative of
a student.

Thanksgiving Attendance
Thanksgiving weekend absenteeism this year averaged
over 50.
Classroom attendance sheets
show that few classes had as
many as half their members on
Friday or Saturday, and some
lacked as much as 75 of their
students on those days. Attendance records do not mention the fact, but some teachers, faced with the meager
turnout, elected to dismiss their
classes after taking attendance.
Another index of holiday vacationing was the dining room
turnout during the weekend.
Saga estimates that they served
Thanksgiving
dinner to between 300 and 350 people.
Lunch on Friday was attended
by 420, and Saturday noon 375
partook.
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Film Critic Digs

A weekly
Box 308

by Richard Krupp
I wasn't sure, after seeing Busby Berkelely's Gold Diggers of
1935 last weekend at Rosse Hall,
that I could get away with discussing the thing seriously, that
I could dismiss its unwitting
campiness and talk about it as a
cinematic production aspiring to
a certain level of cinematic art.
I certainly felt, however, that it
was a film to be discussed, that
thejr e was . much more that was
in the production
memorable
than a hundred or more platinum
blondes, all shiny and painted,
other-er- a
and Dick Powell's
handsomeness.
There were a few mildly amusing lines, a momentarily comic
situation or two, some creditable
acting, bordering on burlesque,
by, among others, Alice Brady,
Hugh Herbert, and Adolphe Men-jobut what concerns a critic of
a Busby Berkeley film is, of
course, the production numbers,
those events and they are indeed events around which the
plot, the characters, the acting
and the action, are built.
A Berkeley show exists for the
sake of his own special kind of
choreography, his sense of mechanical movement, of vastness
Admittedly we
and precision.
laughed, and perhaps we were a
bit embarrassed, when we saw
the hair styles and the clothes
and make-usomehow even the
most glamorous things seemed
not so much outmoded as ridiculous. But all that sense of the
faintly unreal past disappeared
during the activity of Berkeley's
dances; there was an excitement,
even a tenseness, about that endless line of chorus girls, not one
out of step, not one any different
from another, not anything more
e,
than a part of a
except that she happened also to
be a woman. The dance ensembles were, in a way, frightening
in their martialness, their absolute uniformity and denial of individualism. The sound of hundreds of shoes against the floor
overwhelmed the orchestra as it
overwhelmed me; there was no
more music, only a sense of force
and motion.
But is it art? I'm not going to
surprise anyone when I say that,
simply as a movie, The Gold Diggers is something less than a
masterpiece. The story is simple-minde- d
and unimportant; the
songs are negligible; the singing
is
the acting, even
at its best, is hardly memorable.
But is it too much to assert that
there is artfulness in Berkeley's
choreography, that he adapts the
dance to his medium and comments on both as his chorus
sweeps
down staircase
after
I am compelled
staircase?
to
take this film seriously, at least
when it decides to be serious itself: Berkeley startles us, stops
us from tapping our feet in time
with the music, when he shows
us a face not even a head, but
simply a face grow larger and
larger upon the screen and then
u;
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To the Editor:
share your professed
concern for the development of
a "Community of Trust" at Kenyon, but I cannot avoid the conclusion that by your distortion of
facts and your apparent desire to
inflame suspicion and resentment
you are in fact contributing to
the breakdown of such a community. Let me draw attention
to the following half-trutand
innuendoes in your issue and editorial of November 17:
1. Any tendency
for student
representation on the Campus
Senate to be "administratively
oriented" would be entirely the
responsibility of the student
body, by whom they are appointed. But it is entirely false to suggest that those who have served
in previous years have been incapable of articulating student
demands or of standing up to the
faculty and administration members of the Senate.
2. To describe the Campus Senate as "super-secretivand to
imply that it is only recently that
students have "finally gained admission for the press" is misleading in the extreme. In fact
the only recent developments
have been (1) the institution, on
I deeply

hs

e"

metamorphose into an aerial shot
of Manhattan. He goes, with an
unsettling casualness, from Hollywood musical comedy to German expressionism when he casts
long and distorted shadows across
the screen, when his dancing
heroine in the "Lullaby of Broadway" dream sequence falls to an
inexplicable
and
stupefying

death.
I can't be certain what it all
means; I suspect Berkeley didn't
know either, for the dream sequence is interrupted by the plot
and the movie ends. But there
lingered a feeling that there was
a yearning for art in this film,
for a delineation through the
spectacle of dance of a certain
sensibility that Berkeley, as a
modern artist, has developed in
reaction to the temper of his
times. I don't want to read between lines that do not exist; I
realize that the producers of The
Gold Diggers meant, first, for the
film to be entertaining, but perhaps it is Busby Berkeley's secret
triumph that his art is entertaining even as it is art.

IP
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Price
Freeman
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Staff:
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Editor
James Fine

Associate Editor
David Hoster

Steven Willner
Robert Schonfeld
George Berndt
Assistant to the Editor
R. G. Beers II
my initiative, of informal open
hearings by ' Senate members in
the Coffee Shop, which no student or group of students bothered to use as a channel of communication, and (2) your personal failure, in contrast to your
predecessors, to make use of the
invitation of the
Senate to have a representative
of the Collegian present at its
meetings. In addition I may point
out that at several meetings this
year one or more interested students have been welcome as
guests of the Senate and have
participated in our discussions. I
shall be interested to know of
anyone who has been refused this
long-standi-

December

ng

opportunity.
3. Our present system of Campus Government was not "imposed" on anyone, but was freely adopted by the student body,
the faculty and the administration after a committee, on which
students were strongly represented, had considered a variety of
alternatives for many months. If
you can produce evidence of "any
system of campus government in
this country which allows more
effective power to students and
less "handholding" I shall be glad
to hear it.
4. I happened to be present, as
an invited observer, at the meeting of the Women's Committee
last week, and your reading of
Haywood's statement is entirely
contrary to what I heard. In the
first place, he said he has no intention of allowing the
college to restrict the present liberties of Kenyon men an
attempt to quell current rumors
and fears that you (in the interests of mutual trust?) find it convenient not to mention. In the
second place, he made it clear
that no plans or decisions about
the social life of the women's college will be made until the appointment of its Dean an event
still a couple of years away.
5. There has been no "hasty
retreat to the inviolable secrecy
of Faculty Council" on the part
of the Administration. The authority for establishing academic
regulations rests quite clearly
with the Faculty (not with the
Administration) and the "crucial struggle over the grading
system" could not have been
determined anywhere else than
in the Faculty. Whatever one's
feelings about the desirability or
adequacy of the Faculty's sensitivity to student opinion in this
matter there is nothing in the
constitution which requires that
the Student Council or the Campus Senate be consulted.
Mr.
Ceaser's statement that "The normal processes of student goven-mehave been totally ignored,
nay slighted" is pure rhetoric.
And I may add that the "split"
in Campus Gobernment over wo- co-ordin- ate

Comptroller
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Advertising
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Circulation

James

Schmid

Advisor

Anthony

Business
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Burns

Larry Stuart

Bing

"Any preoccupation with ideas of what is right or wrong
in conduct shows an arrested, intellectual development."
Oscar Wilde
men's hours is a figment of your
imagination. The Faculty Council was entirely within its rights
in withholding approval of the
proposed extension, though mistaken in supposing that this
would necessarily result in the
decision being delayed, and the
Campus
Senate was entirely
within its rights in proceeding to
pass the legislation after weighing, and rejecting, the considerations advanced by the Faculty
Council.
6.
Your reference to the
"snooping activities of Security"
ignores the fact that the Senate,
at its meeting of October 27,
found the accusations of Mr.
Shapiro's letter to be without
justification and agreed (by a
majority of
that the Security Officers were acting in accordance with the established
policies recorded in the Student
Handbook and within the guidelines set down by the Maintenance Office. There was no proposal to challenge these guidelines and no further expression
of a "feeling of degradation" has
been forthcoming from the Student Council.
Those who maintain that Kenyon students are too irresponsible to be involved in the important decisions about the future of
the College will, quite justifiably,
be confirmed in this opinion if
they assume, as I do not, that you
are representative of mature student opinion. I fear that you are
doing a real disservice not only
to the development of mutual
8-0- -1)

To the Editor:
The feelings of our
Council President and

student

the
justified

not,

that

the

will

school

be

e-

to

criticize properly aid
constructively have been thwarted is unbearable. But traditionally we have been forced into
adjustment. In most cases this
interpreted as apathy. Activist
are kicked into good
passivists.
fforts

is

mealy-mouthe-

d

In the current era the admtaken it upon itself

inistration has

to become petty.

That

is to say
focused on
social rules. Kenyon survived the
extreme alcoholic exhibitionism
of the 30's and 50's. Kenyon has

attention has been

proved its ability
even to rise above
Too

much

to endure and
social matters.

administrative

student time has been

and

wasted

on

this phase.

Why not spend more time dthe academic phase of
life, which is central. What is
trust between the students, fac- more, why not allow all those
ulty and administration, but also involved speak? The pompous
to the cause of student freedom academe created by the admand independence which you inistration has alienated the stespouse.
udents. Administrative arrogance
has left passiveness as the only
Sincerely,
Richard F. Hettlinger alternative to us. It is a Kenyon
eveloping

just not give a damn.
The administrative logicians
An editorial reaction to Mr.
Hettlinger's remarks will appear have been hard put to
on this page in the next issue of why alumni are reluctant
contribute to the welfare
the Collegian.
their, in all too many cases,
tradition

to

find

to
of
ed

un-belov-

TYPING
Mrs.

John Ackerman

Telephone

392-845-
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alma mater. I can think
of one possible cause. If all w
as students are worth is four
years and $12,000 with no effective voice, then why contribute
as alumni?
Until there are
changes in favor of the student,
that feeling will doubtless continue.

Since most of these

thoughts

are falling on deaf ears I feel
not worth my while to waste any

it
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Editor are
nearly every past and present
Kenyon
student knows.
President and Editor have
however, learned the lesson
is taught, instilled, and otherwise
beaten into every Kenyon student.
We have no voice in
affairs of Kenyon. Given the
of the powers that be, students
here will never have a voice.
That Kenyon is a good
and that it will continue to
one is undisputed. That Kenyon
is not perfect and subject to criticism is apparent. That Kenyon
students are ignored, that our
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Swimmers Look West
Hoxter

by Hon

jyse last few weeks the glassed Kenyon swimming pool
to the beat of
.; been pulsating

juana Brass, while in the
'.'uround a monotone repeats
S words "Win Lords, Win." The
Cd swim team is preparing for

consecutive defense of
' oaC swimming champion-an- d
the recorded voice
swimmers
..5 to motivate the work-outs.
trjng their gruelling
appears
to
be
team
year's
''.t of the best ever to represent
Last year
jenyon in the OAC.
jenyon won the Ohio Champion- and five swimmers
p easily
sat on to win an
lng at the NCAA College
Championships. All but
14th

Ail-Americ-

an

Di-.-q- on

--

the

of

e

All-Americ-

are

ans

year, along with 14 resiling lettermen. In addition,
several freshmen are expected to
jie significant contributions.
should strengthen
Bob Kohler
group of
a already powerful
::eaststrokers. Last year Greg
Hmbach and Jay Moore placed
i almost every dual meet that
Both men went
Savon swam.
-3 the NCAA College Champion
eventually
iips and Kalmbach
university division
reached the
placed 21st. Kohler,
There he
rho holds the Ohio AAU record
s;k this

--

100 yard
::ced first for the

breaststroke,

::r

the

it
:ii

in
meet which was
on November 18th at Shaf-- r
Pool. But the times of our
inter-squ-

200-bre-

ast

ad

breaststrokers were
the battle for num-j- s
one is as yet undecided,
tiler also won the
d
yard individual medley with
ace

iree

close, so

:e.7

inter-squa-

ID

of 2: 15.7

; time

the school

when

record-hold-

Hutchin-;:-

a,

for

er

was disqualified.

iis event,

Russell is counting on

Coach

hshmen Keith Bell,
n, and Bill Howard

Carl

Ruti-

in the dist- -

this year. Last year's
distance swimmer,
Paul
McCormick, has transferred
m Kenyon and the loss of this
.standing swimmer
will cer-an- ly
effect the team. But in
&L Ruttan
and Howard, Ken-- a
has three
and
"ble athletes. At the inter-Sfja- d
meet Bell and Howard
in both the 200 yard
500 yard
freestyle. With
events

ill-Ameri-

can

--

-'-

hard-worki-

1-

ng

-2

actional

strength development
the gap left by the
of McCormick.
A new event
be added to those already
sectioned
by the NCAA, the
';
U

could fill

;ss

yard

freestyle. Coach Rus- out that the event

i!' pointed

luld be an excellent developer
fte distance men and it would
:'i0'r

wore swimmers

le.

to

particip-

Sprinter

is
Phil
McManus
outstanding Freshman.
Shaker Heights High School

aether

planus

was

in the
t

22-5-

50.0,

,

The

All-Oh-

io

50-100-- 200

with
freestyle

and 1:54 respective-- f

that with
endurance training

coach feels

ad-'on-

al

Mc-'."an- us

is

capable of a 48 second
fMiliarfree, which, for those not
with racing times, would
an Ohio
Conference record.
;6te Cowan
and Al Gross are
excellent
JSS

ss

is

sprinters, although

under the same

disabili-,- f

McManus: lack of endur-"1c'raining in high school.

Kenyon's

e

top sprinter is sopho-Larr- y
Witner. Last year
"unpsychable" Witner set the
reeords for the 50 and 100
freestyle.
This summer
y swam for a Cleveland Club
" appears that he has re- d better
than ever. Before

the inter-squa- d
meet a timer
asked Coach Russell if there was
a possibility
for any record-breakin- g
performances that afternoon.
The coach felt that this
early in the season the swimmers
are still getting into condition so
there was little possibility for a
record. In addition, an inter-squa- d
meet does not usually
serve to motivate any all-oswimming.
No one was more
surprised than Coach Russell
when a time of 22.2, equalling
Witner's school
record,
was posted on the scoreboard!
Witner's goal of
may not
be too far away.
Kenyon's diving should be improved this year. Creg Offen-bergand Mark Raymond are
back along with freshman Paul
Showers. Coach Russell learned
quite a few new dives this summer and the divers appear to be
very receptive, so look for some
fancy diving in the dual meets.
Swimming is a gruelling sport
and to maintain top physical and
mental condition throughout the
course of a season is almost impossible.
What Coach Russell
does is slowly work up to a peak
and try to maintain this peak for
a short period of time.
Russell spent this past summer
at Ohio State working on a new
training program for the team.
Known as the interval exercise
program, it is based on the
principle of exercise time versus
resting time. Gradually, using
weights in the fifty pound range,
the exercise periods are increased
while the resting periods are decreased. The coach feels that this
program forces all the boys to
work hard. To illustrate the effectiveness of the program, compare the results of this year's
inter-squa- d
meet with last year's.
The starting times of Kalmbach
and Moore for the 200 yard
breaststrokes were 2:32.5 and
2:28.2 as opposed to 2:39.5 and
2:43.5 last year. The coach attributes much of this improvement
to the new weightlifting technique.
Our swim team is stronger this
year than last. We lost very few
top swimmers and gained several
freshmen who will help the team.
But one must bear in mind that
most of the Ohio Conference
schools will be tougher this year.
Denison and Wittenberg are always tough and Oberlin looks
vastly improved. Ohio Wesleyan
has probably the best crop of
freshmen of the group. Looking
at the schedule, Kenyon has four
dual
difficult
meets. In the first two meets the
Lords will swim OU and Eastern
Kentucky. The odds for victory
against these larger schools are
about even. Wins against Miami
and Bowling Green would be
considered upsets. The last three
dual meets before the conference
championships on March 3rd and
4th are our hardest in the conference Oberlin, Denison, and
This difficult
Ohio Wesleyan.
closing schedule should push the
team to a peak for the conference championships and the NCAA College Division Championships which will be held at Commerce City, California this year.
Number fourteen looks great
from where the team stands and
even victory at California may
not be beyond their grasp.
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Lords Awe Scouts

Collegian

by Floyd S. Linton

In the children's story Ferdinand the Bull, the author depicts a scene in which scouts from the big city come out to the
country to watch the young bulls lock horns with each other.
They stand in a meadow watching the young bulls dispassionately until the normally docile Ferdinand, stung by a bee,
snorts and gambols wildly before their eyes. The scouts are
impressed. The news about Ferdinand .the Bull arrives in the
big city. The matadors quiver and shake in anticipation of
Ferdinand.
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Wrestlers
Rise With
Experience
by John Smyth
This winter the wrestling Lords
are not likely to post an impressive record in dual meets, but
they are almost certain to improve substantially over last
year.
Coach Watts feels that the
most important improvement in
the 1966-6- 7
team is the fact that,
"Per man, we have more experience this year than we did last
year." Last year, many members
of the team had no significant
wrestling experience, and basic
drills took up much of the wrestler's practice time. This year's
squad is experienced, and from
the first day of practice the
wrestlers have been able to spend
most of their time wrestling
practice matches. The freshmen
wrestlers have all done a considerable amount of wrestling in
high school, and should do well
this year despite their lack of
collegiate experience. Almost all
of the team's upperclassmen have
had at least one year of college
experience, and there has been a
great improvement by the team
members who did not begin
wrestling until last year.
The team will be aided by a
streamlined schedule for this
year which has eliminated midweek matches and has discontinued matches with the teams
which had been too far above
Kenyon's class to be really competitive: Hiram, Denison, Baldwin-Wallace
and Muskingum.
This year's team has already
been crippled by the loss of both
of its captains as well as Mark
Hanlon, who was the team's most
valuable wrestler in his freshman year. Mark did not return
to Kenyon this year, nor did
sophomore Doug Ahlborn.
Dick Greiser is recovering from mononucleosis, while
Ed Gaines, the team's other Captain and its only heavyweight,
has been sidelined by a case of
impetigo. Bob Gladstone, a valuable addition to the team last
year, has an injured knee which
prevents him from wrestling this
year.
Almost as disappointing as the
loss of individual wrestlers is the
fact that the team has absolutely
no wrestlers in the 191 lb. and
unlimited classes, and with the
exception of 177 pounder Mike
most of the team's
Brown,
pound
strength is in the 115-1range.
Kenyon's power in the lower
weight classes comes from four
talented freshmen: Tom Aber-an- t,
Larry Bell, John
and Mark Smith. Wrestling in the same class as upperclassmen George Johnston and
Bob Leighton, these Lords are
giving each other tough competition for Kenyon's 115, 123, 130,
and 137 lb. positions.
The team will be helped by
the return of upperclassmen
George Sheldon who, along with
t,
juniors Pete Seibel, Barry Burk-harcomwill
and Dick Wilson
pete in the 145 lb. range.
on page 4
Co-Capt-
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Last Friday night, a group of
scouts from the big city of Ash- land travelled out to the country
to see the Kenyon Lords' upper- classmen - freshmen basketball
game. The Lords, freshmen and
upperclassmen, played basketball
with the
desperation
of Ferdinand the Bull, racking
up a postively bullish 117-1score in favor of the upperclass- men. The Lords must be careful
not to follow Ferdinand's ex- ample, however. As you remem- ber, when it got to the day of the
big fight, Ferdinand just sat in
the middle of the bullring with a
in his teeth, sound asleep.
Though the
hot- shooting Lords may have all the
fight of Ferdinand stung by a
bee, they're not about to meet
Ashland tonight with flowers in
tneir teetn.
In last Friday's game, the
Lords on both sides held themgame plan:
selves to a five-lettSHOOT! Defense was taken a- "hnnf ac cprinnclv n: a 0amp nf nlH
The
maidj in a gambling casino. rriu
free- first half was a wide-ope- n
for-al- l.
The freshmen charged
out ahead in the beginning,
The upperclassmen shortly caught
,
j ffor
up, and the ,leadj
u
iv.
half, as- players
the rest oft the
.
, .,
tv,
on both sides outdid each other
an- shot
after
with one acrobatic
other. The half had the upper- At the
classmen ahead,
half, Dunlop had 25 points for the
upperclassmen and John Rinka
had 20 for the freshmen.
The third period saw the up- pull out a command- lead, which at one point
stood at 25 points. Rinka went
cold for a while, as Dunlop and
Shook poured the ball into
the basket with smooth-hande- d
regularity. In the closing seconds
ofthe game, the crowd began to
cheer wildly for the freshmen to
rally and break 100 points. With
bee-stu-

ng

01

rip-snorti-

Friis-Mik-kels-

ng,

er

.

seconds left in the games
Kuebler sank a jump shot
twenty feet out to bring the
neophytes' score to 101.
After the game, Coach Bob
Harrison walked to the dressing
room witn a broad grin on his
face. "We'll have to brush up on
our defense," he said. "We went
w;th only one defense all night
because Ashland was scouting us.
m tell you one thing, I don't
think we'll have to worry too
much about guard."
Shucks Bob. Just for a start
Kenyon has John Duni0P) who
knocked in 43 points, and fresh-flowman John Rink3 who scored 34
And then there.s Gene Harley,
four
Rick
from
Lord

er

Greg Alexander, and Eddie
Shooki who poured in

i,c
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points

just to prove why he is Kenyon-number one utility man.
The Lord's regular forwards
Dick Fox and Terry Parmelee
s

did well. Fox came up with alot
of important rebounds and Parmelee chucked in 18 points for
good
measure. Two freshmen
u
Gregg Foster and Rick Kuebler
were also impressive. Foster, at

ana

8-- 2.

kld wh

smeari-i-

scored

21

c

points

and

went after rebounds with

a

vengeance. Kuebler, on the other
and 155, ' looks as
hand, at
jf 'a stro"g
ni wuld flatten
hlm- but 13 very
uick ln Z0
after the bal1 and Possesses a
beautiful set of hands under the
boards.
6- -1
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The Lords have their work cut
out for them tonight against
land. Ashland, loaded with regu-in- g
lars and junior college transfers,
has beaten two Pennsylvania
small college powers in scrim-E- d
mages. They are slightly bigger
up front. The Lords will have
to come up with some persuasive
rebounding and mature defense
in order to bull their way past
Ashland tonight.
Ash-perclassm-
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Public Affairs Center
To Bring Notables Here
Continued from page

1

yet undetermined number of

as

will be observers and
vary with different sessions and
different guests. Work for the
credit students, which is expected
to require
per cent of a stu5
dent's time, will include intensive
reading of about 15 books a year,
and writing 2 or 3 major papers
related to the conference topic.
Before the first visitor arrives
in January, there will be in class
a systematic investigation of the
subject and of the man's work in
the subject. The visitor will
probably address the Gambier
community, as Walter Heller did
November 10, on a topic related
to the conference paper he will
be presenting later to his colleagues. The distinguished guest
will spend about 10 days meeting
with the seminar class and attending informal gatherings of
interested students in the library.
After the conference member
leaves, the class will examine
what affect he had on their thinking, and, in the effort to maintain
continuity in the examination of
the year's topic, continue work on
related books and papers until
the next visit.
Early this month, the first of a
series of meetings of interested
department heads will be held to
develop the formal topic for next
year's conference and to work
out arrangements for the seminar
course. There will be consideration of to which department if
any the conference seminar
course will belong and whether
or 1
there will be awarded
unit credit. There will probably
be preliminary registration for
the course next month.
Professor Horwitz decided to
come to Kenyon from mammoth
Michigan State University because he found a closer relationship with the undergraduate, the
kind of teaching he feels he is
important, and a teaching of
political science that is not dominated by concern for statistical,
scientific, and behavioral problems. He is concerned with issu2s
of public policy as related to
political theory.
Mr. Horwitz wished to build a
"small but distinctively good" department and to bring political
life closer to Kenyon. In this
quest, he noted, he considered the
"question; whom do you know in
the profession?" He thought of
Robert Goldwin and the PACC.
When he was in Chicago, partici
"sit-in-

December
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pating in the center's conference
on legislative reapportionment,
he arranged a meeting between
Mr. Goldwin and Dean Bruce
Haywood, who happened to be in
the city. From a luncheon meeting at Chicago's airport, plans
began to develop to bring Mr.
Goldwin and the conference center to Kenyon.
Mr. Goldwin wishes to teach
more than he has at Chicago, and
when he made several visits to
Kenyon, he was impressed that
the kind of teaching he wants to
do is appreciated by the students
As is Mr.
and administration.
Horwitz, Professor Goldwin is
concerned with the study of public policy and not behavioral
methods as the key to the study
of political science.
Mr. Goldwin is now in England
on a Guggenheim
Fellowship,
writing a book on John Locke.
He has established, in the words
of Mr. Horwitz, a reputation as
an
effective
extraordinarily
teacher at the University of Chicago, where he taught an occasional course, and at St. John's
University in Maryland, where he
did his undergraduate work and
where he lectures annually.
There is presently no convenient place in which to hold the
seminar, to hold the actual three
day conference, to keep reference materials or in which the
seminar participants can work
with these materials. Mr. Horwitz plans a study center, on the
first floor of the political science
building acquired by the college,
to be an important component of
the PACC as far as student participation
is concerned.
This
study area will contain thousands

Continued from page
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ing enforcement by, for example,

having

presidents

fraternity

checking up on their members.

responsibility

"Enforcement

must be shown," he stated, "although students often think they
are immune to it. They have a
mistaken picture of the grand dichotomy, cops and robbers, that
to cooperate with the power
structure is to sell out."
Gerrit Roelofs, a member of
the Faculty Council, stated the
whole question is a question of
morale, of a sense of civilized
discipline, and the student's own
"It is a question of
a general attitude of people towards their own name as individuals and the safety and enjoyment of guests in the college
buildings," he stated.
Further, there would be many
girls who would not come here,
Roelofs claimed, if they were at
the mercy of people at Kenyon.
self-intere- st.

of volumes and papers, congressional records, microfilm collection of court briefs concernei
with the year's topic.
The bulk of one man's large
personal collection of works in
political studies has been donated
to the study room and it is hoped
this will spur similar donations
and other donations from many
others. It is said only a few
thousand dollars is needed to put
the PACC study center in good
operating condition.
Mr. Horwitz, reflecting on the
great amount of work involved
in the seminar, on the visits of
guests,"
several "distinguished
and on the conference itself,
commented, "It's going to be one
busy time." The PACC will bring
what he called "a big bunch of
raters" to Kenyon College.

be covered by grants to the program,
and are estimated at about
a seminar on West Germany to
be conducted in Bad Godesberg, $35,000.
near Bonn. The seminar will perThe program directors will vismit students to meet with "re- it other GLCA schools this fall
presentatives of the major polit- and spring speaking on the proical parties and lobby groups," gram. Set for visit at this time
with the "German question" as are Muskingum on Dec. 13, Deni-so- n
pivotal issue.
in January, and Antioch
Following return to Kenyon, a sometime later in the spring. Mr.
Renning will speak on NOSPL,
concluding seminar and examination will be conducted. The the new economic policy of East
seminar will be a systematic re- Germany based more on competiview with the results recorded tion and personal incentive. Mr.
for a full report to be circulated Schoenals will discuss political
since the 11th
among sponsoring agencies and developments
participants. Participation in the Plenum of the Central CommitInstitute will result in eight se- tee of the Socialist Unity Party
of Germany. Mr. Hecht will conmester hours of credit.
Estimated cost per student for clude with an address on recent
travel, room, board and incident- developments in German lyrical
He will be- concerned
als is about $1200. Instructional poetry.
costs for the 11 week period will chiefly with a group of poets
who, while communists, are critical, constructive
thinkers in
Compliments of
conflict with
elements in the government.
Peoples Bank
1

Girls like the rules because the the women's hours law has
rules protect them, The rules moral force, as the academic
also protect Kenyon men from cheating law does. "To expect
to end their social
themselves. Roelofs went on to people
midnight
on Saturday
at
life
women's
hours rules
say that
should not be looked on as dif- nights is absurd," he said.
"If they want student
ferent from any other rule.
t
of the law," Ceaser
"When people leave here," he
"they should let Studen
stated, "They'll have to be concerned with the rules by which Council set women's hours." Then
the whole business of living to- the penalties for violations should
gether is managed." Kenyon is be really severe. He estimated
concerned with the education of students would set women's hours
men, and part of that education at 1:30 or 2 a.m. on Saturday
is social responsibility.
and 1 a.m. on Friday.
In general summary on the
The Faculty Council is not tryof student enforcement
problem
ing to bludgeon the Senate or Ceasar said, "If you
want willfuj
dictate morality, he went on. A cooperation from students,
then
"coercive security system" would
they have to make their out
ruin Kenyon he stated. What the laws."
council wants is "some kind of
Bill Schnall, student member
real concern about the meaning-fulneof the Senate, stated that while
of abiding by these rules ideally this should be a
student
so that we don't have a colossal
responsibility, there are many
game of cops and robbers with
general rules which just forbid
enforcement by uniformed of- strict enforcement. He cited
an
ficers." A welcome sign for the analogy used by faculty
Senator
Faculty Council, Roelofs con- Richard Hettlinger, who
stated
cluded, would be if students livthat if he saw another faculty
ing in the dormitories, through
member speeding on 229 he
their fraternity presidents, made would not feel the responsibility
some kind of a demonstration of to turn him in.
Schnall stated,
encouraging students to abide by "While
it would be nice tecofthe rules. He cited fraternity
hnically, this rule won't necessarficers knocking on doors at the ily be followed, and students can't
end of women's hours as an ex- be expected to enforce on
theample.
mselves or their peers 100 per cent
Representing the opposite point of the time."
of view is Jim Ceaser, president
The two views on the problem
of the Student Council. Ceaser of enforcement, then, involve
sees the student body in three student responsibility:
whether
groups: the citizens, in the ma- students ore responsible for sejority, who obey the law because eing that the rules are carried out,
it is a law which has moral force; or whether administrative rules
a large minority who do not see require administrative execution.
moral force in the law but are
afraid to break it; and finally
those who do not respect the law
Continued from page 3
and will take their chances
man Jimmy Kasick, who also
breaking it.
For many students, he went on, likes to wrestle near the
mark, has been put out for the
year by an injured knee.
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Wrestlers

145

collecting East German literature.
We currently have 2,000 volumes
in the collection, including periodicals, and only one other such
a body of literature exists in the
country at the Hoover Institute

152.

160, and 167 lb. weight range are
Edgar Lentz, Gary Nave, and

Jim Keresey. Keresey has improved considerably over the last
year, and he is very effective
at

the 167 spot. Lentz, one of the
squad's most dedicated members,
will be competing with Gary
Nave and Paul Burkhart to start
at Stanford.
at the remaining middle weight
No difficulty with getting appositions. At 177, Mike Brow
proval for a trip to a communist is not expected to take orders
country is forseen by project di- from many of his opponents this
rectors. Such study-trip- s
are cur- year.
rently conducted to any number
In the past few years, Kenyon
of countries behind the Iron Cur- has won the matches between the
tain, and no unusual opposition lighter weights, but has lost dual
is expected against a program in meets
in the heavy weights. This
East Germany.
year the Lords' increased experthe
Estimated operating expense ience should somewhat offset
weigh!
for the first five years is about weakness of the heavier
classes, and although the season
$145 to 160 thousand, and direcbe
tors hope these funds will be will not be spectacular it will
last
over
a
definite
improvement
forthcoming from a foundation,
is tprobably Carnegie,
Danforth, year. The Lords' first meet
oday,
against Ashland.
Ford or Kellogg. If things go according to plan, the Institute
should get off the ground next
summer.
Continued from page 1
splendidly with the Vivace
Mr. Hecht's work at Kenyon
movement. The only way to keep
concerning German studies goes
the attention of an audience
back five years, when he began
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when performing complex music
such as the Prokofieff is by
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proper places. This feat
managed to accomplish.
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some places this mannerism
to
sufficient to cause the listeners
playiH-Buwatch this instead of the
all in all, the audience felt-- as
a
did I that it was indeed
pian'sl
rare privilege to hear a
of this caliber.
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